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EDITOR’S NOTE

The topic of Buddhism and especially of Zen attracts a wide interest and a

deep concern among students of Japanese culture today. Although this is the first

time we have presented this topic in Japan Studies^ we have many specialists on

Buddhism among our membership, Dr. Keiji Nishitani, our president, heading the

list. Most of our Buddhist scholars belong to the so-called Kyoto School in the

field of philosophy and religion. This group founded by the late Dr. Kitaro Nishida,

has probably created the most original modern philosophy in Japan, expressing

the spirit of Buddhism in modern terms, having been foged through in dialogue

with Western philosophies. Professor Masao Abe, the author of the article,

Buddhism^ in this issue, is one of disciples of Dr. Nishitani and Dr. Shin-ichi Hisamatsu

who is an eminent scholar of the Kyoto School and an outstanding Zen authority.

Mr. Abe is professor of philosophy at Nara Teachers College and has a thorough

knowledge of and experience in Zen.

This paper was originally delivered at Claremont Graduate School, Clare-

mont, California in September 1965, as an introduction to a series of lectures,

entitled “Zen and Modern Man”, in which the author presented Dr. Hisamatsu’s

Zen position.

Although it was delivered as an introductory lecture we believe that because

it is such a valuable and reliable presentation of the subject that even more
knowledgeable students will be interested.





Zen and Buddhism

MASAO ABE

It is often asked, “Is Zen a form of Buddhism?*’ The answer to this question

should be “Yes” and “No” at the same time. The answer should be “Yes” because,

historically speaking, Zen is a form of Buddhism which was established by Bodhi-

dharma in the sixth century in China. It then developed in China and Japan in the

form of the “Zen sect,” with its own particular temples, rituals, priesthood, and

religious orders. In this sense, Zen should be called a form of Buddhism which stands

side by side with other forms of Buddhism, such as the Tendai sect, the Kegon sect,,

the Shingon sect, the Jodo sect, i.e. Pure Land Buddhism. Further, not only in terms

of temples, rituals, priesthood, and religious orders, but also in terms of teaching,

doctrine and practice, Zen, in the course of its long history, has come to have its own

particular forms which stand side by side with their equivalents in the other schools

of Buddhism, and thus can be distinguished from and compared with them in one

and the same dimension.

At the same time, however, the answer to the question, “Is Zen a form of

Buddhism?” should be “No”, because Zen is not merely one form of Buddhism, but

rather, in its fundamental nature, is the very root and source of all forms of Buddhism.

This is expressed by Zen itself in what has become one of its basic expressions:

Furyu monji

Not relying on words or letters,

Kyoge betsuden

An independent self-transmitting apart from any teaching;

Jikishi ninshin

Directly pointing to man’s Mind,

Kensho jobutsu

Awakening his (Original-) Nature, thereby actualizing his Buddhahood.^

Before elucidating the meaning of these four clauses and, more important,,

before explaining the reason that Zen can be said to be the very root and source

of all forms of Buddhism, a thorough and careful examination of the nature and

development of Buddhism is in order.



What we call Buddhism today dates from ^akyamuni Buddha, who lived in

the northeastern part of India probably in the period from 463 B.C. to 383 B.C.^

Sakyamuni means “the sage from the tribe of the Sakyas.” His family name

was Gautama, and his given name, Siddhartha. After his Enlightenment or

Awakening, Siddhartha Gautama came to be called the Buddha by his disciples

and followers. The term “Buddha” is not a proper noun, but a common noun,

which means “the Enlightened One” or “the Awakened One.” But what, then,

does one become enlightened or awakened to? Dharma—the truth! The term

“dharma” has several meanings—for instance: truth, law, teaching, characteristics

to things, elements of existence. At this moment, however, I shall not enter into

a detailed discussion of the term. The term “Buddha” is thus a common noun

which can be applied not only to Siddhartha Gautama but to anyone who is

enlightened by or who awakens to the dharma, i.e., the truth.

In this sense, the term “Buddha” has some affinity to the term, “Christ.” In

Christianity, one speaks of “Jesus Christ”. “Jesus” is the given name of the person

who was born of Mary as the son of a carpenter at Nazareth, at the beginning of the

Christian Era. “Christ”, however, is a common noun which means “the Anointed

One” or “A4essiah.” Accordingly, the term “Christ” could be, in the nature of the

term, applicable not only to Jesus of Nazareth but also to anyone, if any, whois

qualified to be called “the Anointed One.” TheJews do not apply the term “Christ”

to Jesus of Nazareth, simply because they do not regard Jesus of Nazareth as the

“Christ”—although most of them regard Jesus as a prophet. It goes without saying,

however, that, unlike the Jews, Christians believe and confess that Jesus is the “Christ.”

I understand that to make clear the essential relationship between Jesus of Nazareth

and the Christ, that is, the hoped-for Messiah, Paul Tillich carefully uses the phrase,

“Jesus as the Christ.” Following Tillich’s example, Buddhists should correctly say

^‘Siddhartha as the Buddha,” or “Gautama as the Buddha.” To this extent, the

terms “Buddha” and “Christ” have some affinity in regard to Siddhartha and Jesus.

Taking a step forward from here, however, there is a great difference between

the “Buddha” and the “Christ.” In Christianity the term or the title, the “Christ,”

can properly be applied only to Jesus of Nazareth. In Buddhism, however, the term

or the title, the “Buddha”, can legitimately be applied not only to Siddhartha,

but to anyone who, just as Siddhartha, attains enlightenment or awakens to the

dharma. This great difference arises from the following two reasons: first, in Chris-

tianity “Christ” is the “Messiah” with a heavenly character which necessarily can

not be ascribed just to anyone else. In Buddhism, however, “Buddha” is one who
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awakens to the dharma, and the possibility of awakening to the dharma can be

attributed to any person in so far as he is man. Secondly, in Christianity, Jesus as

the Christ is the Son of God, the only incarnation of God in the history of the world

;

consequently, his historical existence is positively essential as the final revelation

of God. In Buddhism, however, Siddhartha is not the only Enlightened One in

the history of man. And what is essential to Buddhism is not necessarily Siddhartha’s

historical existence, but rather the dharma which he realized. This characteristic

of Buddhism is clearly expressed in the well-known passage, “Regardless of the

appearance or non-appearance of the Tathagata [Sakyamuni Buddha] in this

world, the dharma is always present.”® In marked contrast to the Christian under-

standing of Jesus Christ or Jesus as the Christ, who is the center of history as the

final (i.e., last, genuine, and decisive)*^ revelation of God, in Buddhism, Gautama

Buddha or Siddhartha as the Buddha is neither the center of history, the final

revelation, to use the Christian term, nor the final Awakening.

Then, does notSiddhartha as the Buddha have any special position at all?

It may be said that he is ih^ first person who awakened to the dharma and who

thereby became Buddha. He is really the first person in the history of the world who

realized what the dharma or Truth is and who also mastered with his whole existence

the way the dharma or Truth can be realized. This is precisely the reason he is called

the founder of Buddhism. Essentially speaking, however, anyone can become Bud-

dha, just as Siddhartha did, ifone follows the same path. In this sense, Buddhism can

rightly bes aid to be the “Teaching of becoming Buddha” as well as the “Teaching

of Buddha.” On the other hand, Christianity, while it may be called the “Teaching

of Christ,” can never rightly be said to be the “Teaching of becoming Christ.”

That Siddhartha as the Buddha, Sakyamuni Buddha, is neither the only

Buddha, the center of the history, nor the final Awakening of the dharma, is clearly

and impressively expressed by Sakyamuni himself. On his death bed, Sakyamuni

addressed Ananda, one of his ten great disciples, and others who were anxious at

the prospect of losing the Master: “O Ananda, be ye lamps unto yourselves. Rely

on yourselves, and do not rely on external help. Hold fast to the dharma as a lamp.

Seek salvation alone in the dharma. Look not for assistance to any one besides

yourselves.”® It is clear that when he says to Ananda “Rely on yourselves, and do

not rely on external help,” under the term “external help” he includes himself,

Sakyamuni Buddha, who had been a teacher of Ananda for many years, and who

was now on his death bed. It may not, however, be clear to some of you how the

following two passages in his statement are related to each other: “Rely on your-
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selves” and “Seek salvation alone in the dharma;” or “be ye lamps unto yourselves”
and Hold fast to the dharraa as a lamp.”

Sakyamuni seems to equate or identify not the dharma and himself, but
the “dharma” and “yourselves” and, further, seems to emphasize this identity
m the concrete situation of being on his death bed. This is indeed a point the exami-
nation of which may lead us to a clearer understanding of the Buddhist standpoint,
especially in reference to Buddha and dharma.

In Buddhism, as you may gather from what has been said, the dharma is
beyond everyone, even gakyamuni Buddha, the founder of Buddhism. This is the
reason why it is often said, as quoted before, “Regardless of the appearance or non-
appearance of the Tathagata [gakyamuni Buddha] in this world, the dharma is
always present.” Who is, however, rightly qualified to talk about the dharma in its
total transcendence? Is one who does not realize the dharma qualified to talk about
It m Its total transcendence? Certainly not! Because, in this case, the total transcend-
ence of the dharma, through one’s conceptual understanding and with it one’s
objectivization of it, becomes an empty transcendence or a dead transcendence
Hence, only one who realizes the dharma with one’s whole existence can talk about
u rn Its total transcendence. Although dharma transcends everyone including
Sakyamuni Buddha and is present universally, there is no dharma without one to
realize it. Apart from the “Realizer” there is no dharma. gakyamuni Buddha is none
other than the first “Realizer” of dharma. He is. however, not the center because
everyone can become a center as a Buddha, i.e. a realizer of dharma. At the same
time, he is really a center just as everyone can become a center. The significance of
Sakyamuni’s historical existence is equal with that of every other realizer of dharma,
with the special reservation that gakyamuni was the first one.

How can these two apparently contradictory but essentially inseparable
aspects of dharma obtain: that is, the total transcendence of the dharma and the
fact that there is no dharma without the realizer? This can be precisely because one’s
realization of the dharma is nothing but the Self-Awakening of Dharma itself
Sakyamuni’s Enlightenment or Awakening is, of course, his Awakening. However,
since It IS h.s Awakening of the dharma with its total transcendence and since this Awaken-
ing IS possible only through the total negation of his ego, it is the Self-Awakening
of Dharma in the following double (but in reality single) sense: that is, it is the Self-
Awakening of through gakyamuni’s whole existence and at the same
toe It IS SdkyamunVs Self-Awakening of his ego-less True Self which is no other
than the Dharma.
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It IS on the basis of this “Self-Awakening of Dharma” that gakyamuni on his
death bed addressed Ananda and that, in his address, he says without any sense of
contradictton, “Rely on yourselves,” and “Seek salvation alone in the dharma ” or
Be ye lamps unto yourselves” and “Hold fast to the dharma as a lamp.” “Yourself”

as the ultimate reliance is nothing but “Your True Self” as a “Realizer of Dharma ”
Just as Sakyamuni-s awakening was the Self-Awakening of dharma in the double
sense menttoned above, so anyone’s awakening to the dharma can and should be the
iell-Awakenmg of dharma in the same sense.

This is the basic standpoint of Buddhism, which is clarified by gSkyamuni
tmself through h.s hfe after his Awakening and particularly, as mentioned before

on hts death bed. His death, however, was an extraordinary shock for all his disciples
and followers. It was indeed a great shock for them not only because they lost their
respectful teacher but also because they faced the undeniable fact that even gakya-
muni Buddha who awakened to dharma was subject to decay. Thus, they gradually
thought of the meaning of his death and beyond the fact of his death began to
t eahze hts existence and personality. This leads to the development of a variegated
and profound Buddhology, that is, the doctrinal interpretation of gakyamuni
uddha. Buddhism, however, has experienced various schisms both in the early days

a ter gakyamuni’s death (especially with regard to the development of the Buddhist
Order) and in later years (particularly with regard to the development of Buddho-
logy).

The basic division is that between Hinaydna, or the Lesser Vehicle, and

the Old Wisdom School,”^ especially the Theramin School which is conservativem maintaining its monastic life and is apt to be formalistic. In contrast to this the
latter, or Mahayana, originated in the Mahdsanghtka, i.e. the Great Asserrtbly ’ whichwas more liberal and progressive and which included monks of lesser attainment and
oven householders, in contrast to the exclusive and aristocratic Hinayana Asserr^bly
of the Arhats ne. the accomplished saints. Hinayana Buddhism spread in Ceylon
urma. and Thailand, while Mahayana Buddhism developed in China, Korea
.bet, a"d Japan. In the course of its development. Mahayana Buddhism produced^any Mahayana sutras (i.e. Holy Scriptures). And in India, China, Tibet, andJapan, various schools or sects arose such as Madhyamika, Yogacara, Tendai, Kegon

Shingon, Zen. Jodo, i.e. Pureland, Nichiren.

When a new sect was established, particularly in China and somewhat inJapan, too. the practice ot kyoso-hanjaku, the judgement and interpretation



of the various facets of Buddha’s teachings was emphasized. In my own view,
kyoso-hanjaku was needed for the two reasons, one historical, the other, theoretical.
First, as to the historical reason. Those which are called the Mahayana sutras came
into being intermittently over a period of nearly one thousand years. They grew out
of different situations of thought over a broad geographic area. Thus, the Mahayana
sutras, which are many in number, do not necessarily have consistency; on the
contrary, they show a great deal of divergency in their teaching. Further, these
Mahayana sutras were from time to time, according to the particular ocLsion,
introduced and translated into Chinese by various people of India, China and so
forth without any over-all systematic idea. Being perplexed by these divergencies
in the sutras (all coming under the name of Buddhism), Chinese Buddhists felt a need
to try to systematize them by judging and classifying them. This is the historical

reason for the need of kyoso-hanjaku.

The idea oi kyoso-hanjaku^ however, is based on a more essential reason, I think.

Certain of the great Buddhists and Buddhist Scholars who later became founders of
new sects had a very serious and keenly religious concern as to what was the most
genuine spirit of Buddhism and as to which sutra most clearly and sufficiently

represented genuine spirit. From such a concern, the essential aspect oi kyoso-hanjaku,

i.e. the evaluating and grading of the various sutras by a new and profound standard
was pursued. Accordingly, kyoso-hanjaku is not merely an arrangement or classi-

fication of the Mahayana sutras into a system or a synthesis, but is rather a critical

and creative founding of a new Buddhist system on the basis of what was believed to

be the most genuine spirit of Buddhism. The establishment of a new sect of Buddhism
in China and in Japan was almost inconceivable without some kind o? kyoso-hanjaku.

The most typical examples of kyoso-hanjaku in China are those of the Tendai and
Kegon sects. In Japan, the arguments of Kobo Daishi, the Great Teacher on

kenmitsunikyo If: and jujushin and the niso-shiju system of

Shinran may be noted.

What is more interesting and noteworthy in this connection, however, is this:

in some cases kyoso-hanjaku, by opening up a new religious horizon in Buddhism or

by giving an entirely new interpretation to certain sutras, almost all the extant forms

of Buddhism were rejected or at least classified as entirely secondary. Notable

examples of this sort kyoso-hanjaku are: kenkyo, i.e. Exoteric Buddhism versus

mikkyo, i.e. Esoteric Buddhism, shodo-mon Holy Way Gate versus jodo-

tnon, Pure Land Gate and, with reservations which have to be explained, but

in a sense as the clearest and most unique example, kyo versus zen.
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In these cases, the whole of Buddhism was divided into two, not by simply
classifying the extant forms of Buddhism into two groups, but by standing somewhat
outside of the existing forms of Buddhism and by opening up a new religious horizon
within Buddhism which had only faintly appeared on the surface of Buddhist
istory. Also, this sort of new Buddhist position usually insists that the very position

by which the whole of Buddhism is now divided into two camps in an entirely newway does not merely stand side by side with all hitherto existing forms of Buddhism
but IS the real source of Buddhism to which all other existing forms of Buddhism’
must after all be reduced.

It was the Shingon Sect which established the distinction between Exoteric
uddhism and Esoteric Buddhism, insisting that, whereas Exoteric Buddhism was the

teaching of the historical Sakyamuni Buddha. Esoteric Buddhism was the secret andmuch more profound teaching of MahSvairocana Buddha-the formless and color-
ess dharma-kaya. i.e. Truth itself Most forms of Buddhism, according to the Shingon
Sect, are nothing but Exoteric Buddhism; Esoteric Buddhism as represented by the
Shingon Sect, however, expresses the real teaching of Buddhism.

Pure Land Buddhism set up the contrast between the Holy Way Gate and
t e Pure Land Gate, this distinction often referred to as jiriki-mon, i.e the
Self-power Gate and tariki-mon, i.e. the Other-power Gate. Pure Land
Buddhism insists that while up to now most schools of Buddhism have emphasized
awakening by self-power and thus should be called the Holy Way Gate, we are now
in the mappo, i.e. the latter day when the Pure Land or Other-power Gate is
tor us. powerless people, most essential and appropriate. The Pure Land or Other-
power Gate, however, had been from the very beginning provided byAmida Buddha

en also makes a sharp distinction between kyo, ^ i.e. Teaching and aen #Strict y speaking, however, this kind of distinction should not be called kyOs,-har,jaku^
ne. Ju gement and interpretation of the various facets of Buddha’s teachings,’'
because Zen puts itself over against “teaching” as such.

At any rate, ky6so-ha„iaku, the way of discriminating or classifying Bud-hism was made by each newly established form of Buddhism which somewhat
nderevaluated all the other extant forms of Buddhism.

Esot
^^-ddhism and

the ^1 W r discrimination between

iTit. t
'^^‘"^'="^y°-dZenwassetupby“Zen”. This means

characterization of the other forms of Buddhism, i.e.. Exoteric Buddhism
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the Holy Way Gate, or Kyo was done not by these other forms themselves, but by
the newer forms of Buddhism. In other words, the various forms of Buddhism
classified by Esoteric Buddhism as “Exoteric Buddhism” do not necessarily call

themselves “Exoteric Buddhism.” The same is true of the “Holy Way Gate” or
“Kyo.”

Further, as I said above, these newly established Buddhist positions usually
insist that the very position by which the whole of Buddhism is now divided into two
camps does not merely stand side by side with all the hitherto existing forms of
Buddhism, but is the real source of Buddhism in which all other existing forms of
Buddhism can be embraced and to which they must after all be reduced. This way of
establishing a new form of Buddhism through the radical criticism of all hitherto

existing forms of Buddhism has been possible in the course of Buddhist history

because the ultimate truth of Buddhism, i.e., the dharma, is nothing but Sunyatd,

which is non-substantial and is often translated as “Emptiness” or “Voidness.”

Now, to return to the distinction between kyo and zen, all forms of Buddhism,
according to Zen, are based on the teaching delivered by Sakyamuni Buddha, i.e.,

the teaching spoken in words and written with letters in the form of sutras. Every
other form of Buddhism, Esoteric Buddhism as well as Exoteric Buddhism, Pure
land Buddhism as well as Holy Way Buddhism, has its own “particular” sutra as

the ultimate authorization of its teaching. Zen alone, however, does not rely upon
any sutra, but rather seeks to return to the very source of the sutras, that is to the

Self-Awakening of gakyamuni Buddha. In other words, being independent of the

sutras or teachings, Zen tries to transmit this Self-Awakening from person to person,

from generation to generation. This is the meaning of the first two clauses of the basic

expression of Zen which I mentioned earlier in this paper. That is:

Not relying on words or letters,

An independent Self-transmitting apart from any teaching;

Interpreting these two clauses, Dr. Hisamatsu writes as follows in his thesis,

“Zen, Its Meaning for Modern Civilization.”

Not relying on words” does not mean the complete negation (as ordinarily understood) of

words. Rather, it is to be taken to mean “prior to words” in the sense of not depending on words,

not being bound or caught bywords. It must be explained that as here used the term “words”

refers to the Buddhist sutras, which are all expressed in words. Ordinarily, tlie Buddhist sutras

are treated as records of the oral expositions of gakyamuni and are considered to be the soui'ce

of and the authority for Buddhism. Today, however, modern research into the historical actu-

alities of the compilation of the scriptures has made clear that what is spoken of as the sutras
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are not all the direct discources of Sakyamuni, but also include sutras which were composed
many centuries after Sakyamuni. Until this realization, however, the sutras were generally

regarded by Buddhists as the ultimate foundation and authority of Buddhism. When each of
the various schools of Buddhism was about to be founded, the founder always sought in the

sutras the final authority for the truth to be embodied in the new Buddhist form. In the tra-

ditional Buddhist view, the final norm of truth was contained in the sutras; that which had no
basis in the sutras could not be called truth.®

In this regard, ifl am not wrong, the same is true of Christianity. To Christi-

anity, the Bible may be said to be the counterpart of the Buddhist sutras. Today, the

fundamentalistic interpretation which holds that at least the original manuscripts
were literally dictated by the Holy Spirit is not universally accepted and form criti-

cism or demythologizing of the Scriptures is being widely emphasized. However, in

the last analysis, it is believed by Christians that the Bible contains the Word of God
and no Christian denomination asserts that Christianity can stand without the Bible.

Dr. Hisamatsu further writes:

Zen, however, has no such authoritative sutra upon which it is based. This does not mean
that It arbitrarily ignores the sutras, but rather that it dares to be independent of the sutras.

Zen severely condemns that Buddhist sutra-dogmatism or sutra-magic which makes the sutras

the final norm of truth. Zen rather casts off such dogmatism and magic and seeks to return to

the source of the sutras

—

that is, to that which is ‘prior to’ the sutras.®

Explaining the real meaning of the term “prior to” Dr. Hisamatsu continues

as follows:

When I say here “prior to” the sutras, this “prior to” is liable to be taken temporally or histori-

cally. But, of course, I do not mean historically “prior to.” I mean, rather, the source which is

prior to the sutra expressions. In Zen, this source is expressed by the term “Mind,” which
is, however, radically different from what we today commonly call mind. It is, for Zen, this

“Mind” which is the root-source of the sutras, and, thus “prior to” the sutras.^®

Dr. Hisamatsu then elucidates the last two clauses of the basic expression of

Zen by saying that:

It is this Mind, the “Mind” as the source of the scriptures, which is meant in the previously
mentioned, “Directly pointing to man’s Mind, Awakening his (Original-) Nature and thereby
actualizing his Buddhahood.” By the word Nature in “Awakening his (Original-) Nature” is

meant man’s original nature, that is, his true way of being. This is generally called, in Buddhism,
Buddha-Nature or Mind-Nature. In Zen, however, it is called Self-Nature or “one’s Original-
Face,” expressions which are far more intimate to us humans. Self-Nature is our own original

human nature, which original nature is no other than “man’s Mind.” For Zen, it is precisely

this original nature of man which is the Buddha-Nature; it is precisely “man’s Mind” which is
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the "Buddha-Mind." Apart from this “Mind of man,” there is nothing which is truly to be
called “Buddha.” Again, Buddha is not to be sought outside of this “Mind.”H

Such a standpoint of Zen, historically speaking, expressed a severe criticism of

the Buddhism of those days, and at the same time showed a way of reforming

Buddhism in its original and most genuine form. The basic expression consisting of

the above four clauses are nothing but the beacon for this purpose. In this con-

nection, Dr. Hisamatsu writes:

This expression attempted at once to do several things: to criticize and to break through radi-

cally the kind of Buddhism prevalent in China at the time of the rise of Zen; to express verbally

the true nature of Buddhism; to return to the true source of Buddhism and to produce anew,
therefrom, a genuine Buddhist creation. ^2

When Zen arose in the sixth century, much had been going on in Chinese Buddhism in the

way of translations into Chinese of the sutras, the construction of Buddha images, of the building

of monasteries, and the giving of offerings to the monks. Emperor Wu of the Liang dynasty

had achieved so much in the line of thes^ Buddhist works that he was called the Buddhist-

minded Son-of-Heaven. It was just during this Emperor Wu’s reign that Bodhidharma came
to China from India. Bodhidharma was asked by the Emperor what kind of merit he could

expect from the innumerable good works which he had sponsored since his enthronement,

such as the construction of monasteries, the copying of sutras, and the ordination of monks.

Bodhidharma replied that all these accomplishments were of “No-Merit!” This single phrase

of “No-Merit !” may be said to be a basic and thoroughgoing criticism of the mode of Buddliism

of those days. For Bodhidharma, these works were trivial fruits attained within the birth-and-

death bound cycle of samsara, and were still causes producing defilement. They were not to be

regarded as ultimate realities.^®

Emphasizing that true merit is nothing other than the Awakening to one’s

Original Face or True Self Dr. Hisamatsu states:

Awakening to this Self is, for Bodhidharma, the highest merit, the essential meaning of Buddhism.'’

This radical criticism by Bodhidharma together with the later spread of Zen brought about

a great change in Chinese Buddhism, redirecting it from its diversion toward accidentals back

to its basic source. ^4

Finally, concerning the significance of Zen for “modern man,” I should like

to conclude with Dr. Hisamatsu ’s following remark:

This mode of creative criticism raised by Zen Buddhism fifteen centuries ago may provide a

suggestive precedent not only for present-day Buddhism but also for present-day religion in

general. For it is an authentic and appropriate way to revive and make fully alive again religions

which have succumbed to formalization and conventionalization.Is
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NOTE

1 See Eastern Buddhist, New Series. Vol. I, No. 1, p. 22.

2 Hajime Nakamura, Maurya ocho no nendai ni tsuite (On the Age of Maurya Dynasty),
Tdhogaku, Vol. 10. p. I. f.

3 Samyutta Nikaya, Vol. 12. Taisho Daizokyo, Vol. II, p. 84, b.

4 Paul Tillich. Systematic Theology. Vol. I, p. 132 3
5 Mahaparinibbana-suttanta, T}^ Teachings of the Compassionate Buddha, E. A. Burtt (ed.), p. 49.
6 Edward Conze, Buddhism: its Essence and Development (Harper Torchbooks), p. 89ff.
7 Ibid., p. 119.

8 Shm-ichi Hisamatsu, Zen: Its Meaning for Modern Civilization, Eastern Buddhist, New
Senes. Vol. I, No. 1, p. 23.

9 Ibid., p. 23f.

10 Ibid., p. 24.

1 1 Ibid., p. 24.

12 Ibid., p. 22.

13 Ibid., p. 35f.

14 Ibid., p. 36.

15 Ibid., p. 22f.
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Japanese Language School

The Institute offers a complete and highly effective Japanese Ijangiiage program

developed in accordance with the most modem principles and methods of

Language study.

Schedule

Fall : September - December

Winter : January - March

Spring : April - June

Summer Intensive : July - August

Conversation Classes

Elementary : Monday, through Friday, 9:30 - 12:30

Intermediate ' Monday, through Friday, 9:30 - 12:30

Advanced : Monday, Wednesday and Friday, 9:30 - 12:30

For information, write to the Institute.





THE INDEPENDENT BOARD

346 WEST WALNUT LANE

FOR PRESBYTERIAN FOREIGN MISSIONS

PHILADELPHIA 44, PENNSYLVANIA, U.5.A.

PHONE. AREA CODE 315, GERMANTOWN $-051!

CABLE. INDEBOARD. PHILADELPHIA

June 7, 1963

Reverend George H. Winn
5935 East Fourth
Tucson, Arizona

Dear George:

I am sorry that your note to me, inquiring as to how my book was coming
on and sending me another Chinese character, has remained unanswered up to
this present time.

Actually, for one reason or another I have had a very difficult time ever
since then. Our general secretary has been away for two whole months visiting
our mission fields and I perforce had to look after a good many of the responsi-
bilities which normally are his, and I found myself overwhelmed with correspondenc
In addition, this is the time of the year when schools close, and I happen to be
on the Board of Directors of several of them. The last was the 3rd of June after
which I returned home promising myself that I would endeavor to catch up on some
of this back correspondence.

I greatly appreciated your sending me the information that you did, and
back of that, George, I have appreciated your friendship very, very greatly. You
know, of course, my own attitude toward what is now the U.P, Church. I went befor
the Board of Foreign Missions, as it was then, with Stanley Soltau four different
times in an effort to convince the Board of what was back of Japan's insistence
that Christian institutions must go to the shrines and do obeisance. We succeeded
at first, but very temporarily, for I hadn't been back in Korea more than three
weeks before the Executive Committee received a letter from the Board stating
that they thought they had been unnecessarily concerned, and in any case they said
that it was incumbent upon every missionary to "work within the thought pattern
of any country to which they might go."

That, of course, in Japan was the worship of the sun goddess, and now in
recent developments I am utterly amazed, although perhaps I should not be, because
the United Presbyterian Church delegates with those of five other churches, in-
cluding the Methodists, have agreed to urge that the Bible and prayers be dropped
from all public schools. That means, of course, that they are not even going
to celebrate Christmas hereafter. And just this morning I was reading a review
which said that, "During the last century there occurred a radical transformation
in Biblical study which has had exceedingly serious consequences for the under-
standing of the gospel and for the mission of the church." Then it goes on to
say that. The scholarly study of the Old Testament led to the separation of the
New from the Old and the practical abandonment of the Old Testament from "the
ongoing life of the church." Also, so many things have happened that I rejoice
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Reverend George H. Winn June 7, 1963

that I left that Church just about 23 years ago.

Actually, in Japan today there are very, very few missionaries who see
the havoc that would occur in any person's Christian life if god shelves are
still installed in that person's home and if he goes out to do obeisance at
the shrines. State Shinto is reviving and yet with very few exceptions the
eyes of most missionaries in Japan are blinded to this fact.

Well, I could go on at this rate for a long, long time but you don't need
it I know. But it is on my mind and heart constantly and God is giving us
greater opportunities than ever we have had before. Greater opportunities, open
doors, and there are many opponents.

However, I do have a pamphlet on Christianity in Asia in the early
Christian centuries, and God has brought us in close contact with the St. Thomas
Evangelical Church of South India, from the members of which I have received
a good deal of information. They are all convinced that Thomas the Apostle
was the first one to bring the gospel to India; that he founded, in all probability,
seven churches and that the roots of their St. Thomas Church go back to that time.
This is all in the area south of Madras. Thomas apparently made a trip to China
in A.D. 72 and then on his return was speared to death by the Brahmans in Madras
or in a village which has now been absorbed into Madras. His tomb, and I think
it is authentic, is pointed out to this very day.

Then, the gospel was carried clear to the Pacific Ocean and even many of
the islands that are ruled by Indonesia received the gospel. The Roman Catholics
when they reached India and other parts of the Orient attempted to minimize and
even to destroy every evidence of the gospel's having reached Asia before they
did, but they did not wholly succeed and manuscripts have been found in caves
dating back to the eleventh century. And, of course, the Nestorian tablet which
was erected during the Tang dynasty, which ruled China for 300 years, gives much
evidence of Christianity being well known there. However, I must close.

With kind regards and appreciating more than I can say your friendship.

Sincerely yours, in Christ,

J. Gordon Holdcroft
Imb
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ACUCA Biennial Meeting Held in Osaka

K wansei Gakuin University in Osaka, Japan, hosted the 12*

Biennial Meeting of the Association of Christian Universi-

ties and Colleges in Asia (ACUCA) on October 29-30, 1998.
Fifty-six presidents and board chairs from thirty-four ofACUCAs
thirty-nine member institutions came together for stimulating

consideration of the changing roles of presidents and trustees

in the Christian universities of Asia.

Dr. James T. Laney chair of the United Board and president
of Emory University for sixteen years, set the stage for the
conference in an impassioned key-note address entitled “The
Mission of Christian Higher Education.” [See excerpts in box.]
The president emeritus of Antioch University and current
chair of the Higher Education Institute at Teachers College,

Columbia University. Dr. Alan Guskin, then furthered the
lively small group discussions with his presentation on “The
Academic Presidency at the Turn of the Century.”

“The successful presidents at the turn of the century,” he
explained, “must rise above their own past experience.” He
said this is never an easy lesson to learn and that many thinkers
point to how difficult it is to move creatively forward. He
quotedJohn Gardner, “All too often on the long road up young
leaders become servants ofwhat is rather than shapers ofwhat
might be.” He referred to Confucius, often cited as a conserva- i

tive reactionary, who once said, “While the advisors of a greay
leader should be cold as ice, the

leader oneselfshould have a fire,

a spark of divine madness.”
Dr. Richard T. Ingram, presi-

dent of the Association of Gov-
erning Boards in Washington, DC,
then focused on the challenges

currendy facing university boards

of trustees. He stressed that gov-

erning boards must place special

emphasis on trustees who are

“capable of having fun together,

loving critics, nourishing and pro-

tective of the presidency, effective

advocates and public educators,

properly oriented in their respon-

sibilities, and devoid of special

interests or personal agendas.”

Among others making pre-

sentations were Dr. Hin-Kwong
Chiu, chair ofLingnan College in

Hong Kong, Dr. Saisuree Chutikul,

chair of Payap University in

President Hiroslii Imada of Kwansei Gakuin University w^omes deie^tes to the 12"'

Biennial Meeting of the Association of Christian Universities and Colleges in Asia
(ACUCA).

Thailand, Dr. Ben Nebres, president of Ateneo de la Salle

University in the Philippines, Dr. Agustin Pulido, president of
Silliman University in the Philippines and Dr. Daniel Tse,

ExcerptsJrom
TheMission ofChristian
Higher Education,

”

by Dr.James T.Laney
1 am somewhat . hesitant about iniy’ s^^^

daunting ^subject, '^ihe missfdhVbriCIiri^ higher
education. . .1 struggled with this .question for over
sixteen years as president of a ckurch-felated univer-

sity, and it is one that has many implications and stands
in tension with much of American higher education,
and indeed of higher education around the world...

Our institutions are Christian, not by definition,

but as a given. I’hey were all founded as Christian

institutions...^diat does that imply? First of all, I think

it implies that tlie Christian faith, at its best, appreciates
learning and education. 7he pursuit of truth is not
something alien or foreign to Christianity... Literacy,

usefulness and making a productive life went hand
in hand with godliness for those early people who
established your colleges and mine...

continued on page 6...

president of Hong Kong Baptist

University in Hong Kong.

Given the high level of
engagement of the participants

and the quality of discussion at

this meeting, ACUCA decided that

their 13^^ Biennial Meeting should
again involve both presidents

and board chairs.

ACUCA was established in

1976, following a series of twelve

conferences of presidents of
Asian Christian universities

sponsored by the United Board.

ACUCA has become one of the

Board’s most valued partner
organizations.
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Transitions Excerpts, continuedfrom page 1

The new president of Brokenshire
College in Davao City, Philippines, is

Samuel R. Matunog. He succeeds
Marcelo P. Satentes.

Abigail Hoffsommer died on October
8, 1998, in Pleasant Hill, Tennessee.
Miss Hoffsommer served on the staff of
the United Board for twenty years prior
to her retirement in 1975. She made
countless friends in the course of her
travels to Asia and her visits to Asian
scholars sponsored by the United Board
at universities in the United States. She
also served as a teacher at Ginling Col-
lege in China for five years immediately
following her graduation from Carleton
in 1931.

The desire to enfbface people who
had been left out was the first essential of
the Christian college. Each one of our
colleges was set up so that it would serve
those who would otherwise not have an
education. . .This is in tension with pres-
tige. Everything I am going to say today
about Christian higher education finds
the line drawn between the elitism and
prestige all ofus seek for our institutions,

and the role of service. I want to draw
that as sharply as I can...

We all know how much education
translates into power in society. Access to it

is prized because access is seen as a privi-

lege, and it often translates into a kind of
elitism...Ail of us understand that in an-
other time there was an ethos, a climate
on the campuses of character formation,

a sense that education was not only the
transmission of knowledge and under-
standing of the world, but that it was also
the sharing ofa way of living that had to do
less with self-promotion and self-aggran-

dizement than with a life of service...

Mastery, of course, has brought us
where we are in modem life, and there is

no question but that the role of the expert
is here forever... [But] mastery can be
demonic unless it is also encompassed
with a value structure and character that

wants to put it to use for something more
than oneself. . We face right now in most
cultures a very serious crisis of confidence
because the utilization of this expertise is

seen to be one’s own private preserve for

what one can get out of it. .

.

A Christian college or university has
an enormous responsibility and oppor-
tunity to be a witness in society pointing
to the self-defeating aspect of that atti-

tude. Christian institutions hold forth a

life of service as the purpose of educa-
tion, not annulling selfor imposing some
sort of impossible discipline, but rather
expanding self. . .Students are introduced
to the possibility ofa life much richer and
fuller than they would otherwise live...

Our elitism, our prestige, and our
achievements, many of them are very
vaunted. They must not be allowed to blind

us to this glorious tradition to reach out and
draw in tliose who would otherwise not
have an education, to educate students in all

oftJie appropriate disciplines, adding to this

the importance of the life that takes this

education and sees the contribution that

can be made to the larger public good. . .

You can become a member of the United Bond's
WILLIAM P. FENN SOCIETY

by either

• including a bequest to the United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia in
your will or trust, or by

• making the United Board a beneficiary ofa charitable remainder trust, charitable
gift annuity, pooled income fund gift, or life insurance policy

Either way, you will help assure the future of Christian higher education in Asia
and provide a lasting legacy that reflects your values. You may designate that we
use your gift in a particular country or at a certain school in Asia. With some gift
plans you can also reduce taxes or even increase your current income.

For additional information please contact
Ron Taylor at the address on page two, phone (212) 870-2610,

or send an e-mail message to: ron@ubchea.org
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Christianity

and Higher Education
The United Board is in the midst of an extensive strategic

planning process. Some of the discussion that has already

taken place underscores the fragile balance between our

commitment to the Christian faith and our commitment to

academic excellence in higher education. While the need to

find this balance has generated some tension, it has also

)rdugHt ou t much passionate, eloquent, and lively discussion. Much as I find the

tension healthy and the discussion enriching, I am inevitably drawn to the

realization that these two integral parts of our organizational identity are not

mutually incompatible. In fact, with creative effort on the part of the United Board

and its partner institutions, they can strengthen each other.

The pursuit of truth, the fulfillment of human potential, the improvement of

human welfare and promotion of justice, the quest for meaning and

enlightenment—these are lofty goals that are embraced by both Christianity and

higher education at their best. In fact, one might say that committed members of

the Christian faith practically invented formal higher education as we know it

today. Higher education was a very attractive tool in the service of many of the

same lofty goals. Whereas they have similar goals, did the two start out cooperating

and end up competing with each other? Whereas the Christian faith formed the

roots of higher education (at least in the United States)—is higher education

analogous to an adolescent who has outgrown his or her roots and now holds his

or her parents in low esteem? Hopefully, the development of higher education in

Asia will follow a different path, one that has more respect for faith.

Believers in secular education often associate religion with superstition, fatalism,

dogmatism, and intolerance. Any of these attributes would severely undermine

higher education, but they have no part in the Christian tradition ofthe United Board.

On the other side of the coin, some Christians have regarded higher education with

suspicion because all too often it is simply a means to wealth and prestige. Higher

education can also lead to a skepticism and arrogance that are incompatible with faith

.

This, too, is not the kind of higher education the United Board seeks to support.

Historical and contemporary conflicts between Christianity and higher

education are real, but conflict is not inescapable. As in many other kinds of

human conflict, the conflict between Christianity and higher education is rooted

in mutual ignorance that breeds prejudice, disrespect, and intolerance. The

persecution of religious ideas in the era of self-righteous “political correctness in

the United States speaks of an intolerance as unfortunate as the persecution of

Copernicus by a church that assumed it had all the answers.

Good religion and good education have something in common—openness. We

can be open to matters of the spirit and matters of the intellect. Excellent Christian

higher education makes that possible.

n I s

NEW HORIZONS is published three times a year by:

The United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia
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Tel: 212.870.2608 * Fax: 212.870.2322 • Website: www.unitedboard.org

David W. Vikner, President

The United Board for Christian Higher Education in Asia seeks to improve the quality of Christian

higher education in Asia through close cooperation with selected colleges and universities in Asia.

Gifts to the United Board are tax-deductible to the extent permitted by law.

Individual

China College

Histories

Still Available

The United Board commissioned a series of
|

histories of the China Christian colleges

shortly after leaving China in 1951. A limited

number of these books are available from the

United Board at a cost of $5.00 each to cover

handling and shipping. Please send orders to

the address on page two. Also be sure to

include your return address and the name of

the school.

Histories are available only for: Hangchow

University, Hua Nan College, St. Johns

University^ West China Union.University, and

Yenching University.

Trustees Focus

on Strategic Plan

The semi-annual meeting of the United

Board’s board of trustees was held at

International House in New York City on

November 16 and 17. The meeting was de-

voted almost entirely to the mission statement

and vision statement that are being developed

as part of the strategic planning process au-

thorized by the Board last April. These

statements, which are expectedro be approved

in final form at the board meeting in April

1999, will be crucially important in defining

the future direction of United Board pro-

grams. We expect to have a full report in the

next issue ofNew Horizons, m

f-
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A

A Japanese Christian, Mr. Hiraide San came to the United

States of* America to attend seminary. During his stay, he

affiliated with the Wesleyan Methodist Church in Barberton,

Ohio. He so impressed the people of the church by his character

and activity, that an interest in starting missionary work in

Japan was stimulated. This idea was supported by the pastor,

Rev. Mrs. Sarah Shultz who approached the Missionary Board of

the denomination. The Board approved of the plan and, in 1918,

issued a call for workers through an article in The Wesleyan
1 ~

Methodist . In response to this appeal, Rev, Maurice A, Gibbs

and his wife. Opal applied for the opening. In their testimony

to the call they wrote, "...the cause of foreign missions had

been growing less and less a pasttime, and more and more a

passion. It lured us and we loved it, but without any thought

of taking ourselves and our babies into it. Then one day, there

appeared in the Wesleyan Methodist a call for the first workers

for a new field - Japan. So naturally, without any miraculous

demonstration of the Heavenly calling, without struggle or tears,

we decided to offer ourselves."^ They sailed for Japan in October,

1919 and were met by Hiraide San, who had returned to his home-

land. He assisted them in securing housing in Yoyogi, a suburb

of Tokyo. They began services in English for those who could

understand the language. By the end of the first winter, the

space proved inadequate and larger quarters were secured. The

Ikebulcurs Sunday School was established at Christmastime 1920

and grew quickly to 150 in attendance weekly. A Bible class

in English with English instruction included met on Thursday



evenings and had over 50 students attending.^

The need of a Japanese pastor was very evident. A chance
contact with a Mr. Sato led to his affiliation with the Wesleyan
Methodist mission although he was a ..poor, humble, ill-educated
little preacher., because Rev. and Mrs. Gibbs knew he ..had been
sent us of God... A number of the aforesaid students left the
fellowship because of his (Mr. Sato's) involvement, but signifi-
cant growth in conversions of adults resulted. ^ a number of
young men began to sense God's call toward full time ministry
and they were encouraged to attend the Oriental Missionary
society Bible College. During the January. 1923 visit by Rev.
McCarty, the Foreign Missions Secretary, the ground was broken
for the first Wesleyan Methodist Church in the Orient. The
fellowship and communion of the Wesleyans with the Oriental
Missionary Society was such that Rev. Floyd Hitchcock agreed to
give supervision to the Wesleyan work when Rev. & Mrs. Gibbs
returned to the United States for furlough in 1925. Mrs. Gibbs
became very m and they did not return to the field as expected.
Finally, in 1929, Rev. Gibbs returned to Japan alone as the
churches were facing serious problems of leadership. One of
the four congregations joined formally with the O.M.S. although
they did nothing to encourage the shift in loyalties. ^ The
missionary's return resulted in the consolidation of the work
and renewed expansion, with the help of Miss Hoare, an English
missionary. Mrs. Gibbs was able to rejoin her husband in 1930

Shortly after he had opened the Wesleyan Methodist Bible School.

^
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The Bible School program dealt with the problem of church leader-

ship encountered during the extended furlough of Rev. Gibbs and

the desire to build stronger denominational loyalties at that

stage in the development of the church.

The Gibbs served again until 1934 when they went on fur-

lough. During this second furlough the work was supervised by

Rev. Ernest Carlson of the Scandanavian Alliance Mission. When

it was learned that Rev. and Mrs. Gibbs could not return to

Japan because of ill-health, Rev. and Mrs. E. Sterl Phinney were

recruited and finally arrived in Japan in August 1937."^ It was

under his leadership that the pre-war tensions created an untennable

situation. Rev. Phinney asked for instructions. "Should he

reamin in Japan and add to the probable burden and emba3:'r'assment

of the Japanese Christians; or should he prepare them to carry

on as best they could without foreign supervision and retire from

the field?" Thus, in April, 1941 the Phinney's returned from

Japan and placed the leadership of the Wesleyan Methodist Church
o

under Mr . Kobyashi

.

During the war, the V7esleyan Methodist Church was pressured

to join the united church in Japan, which the three surviving

congregations decided to do. One of the pastors involved in

this merger, rejoined the Wesleyan Methodist Church when Rev.

Gibbs re-entered Japan in 1947.^ "Events were transpiring

rapidly. Emperor Hirohito had declared that he was not a deity.

Christianity faced an opportunity that seemed unparalleled."

Rev. Gibbs was "to appraise the situation and to advise the

board whether to turn our interest over to another group, or

3



to develop it as a V/esleyan mission. He advised the latter."

A rapid increase in the number of Wesleyan missionaries occured.

Rev. Gibb*s daughter and son-in-law, Rev. and Mrs. Gordon V/olfe,

and the Wagers, when they were expelled from China, joined the

staff in Japan. By 1950 the mission in Japan requested per-

mission to organizo a Japan conferenco and Dr. Birch, the

Secretary of Foreign Missions visited the field to assess its

feasibility. His viev/ of the Japanese people was typical of

the missionary paternalism prevalent at the time in many circles.

He concluded his article thus, "It is my judgment that Japan

should continue to be occupied for at least fifty years, until

the love of democracy has become real. They are a wonderful

people and General MacArthur has done a wonderful work there,

but it is obvious that it has only just begun. Given time,

and the Gospel of Christ in its fulness, Japan will continue

to be the leading nation of Asia."^^ He recommended that the

plan be deferred, which proved to be a very wise decision as

I hope to demonstrate.

Since the Wesleyan Methodist mission cooperated so closely

with the Oriental Missionary Society, and since the O.M.S. had

its origins within the Pilgrim Holiness Church history, I would

like to examine its (the O.M.S.) origins. The Wesleyan Methodist

Church and the Pilgrim Holiness Church were the principal partici-

pants in the merger of 1968 which created The Wesleyan Church of

America.

One of the co-founders of the International Holiness Union

(later kno\m as the Pilgrim Holiness Church) was Rev. Martin

4



Wells ICnapp. Rev. Knapp also founded the God's Bible School and
Missionary Training Home, an independent "holiness Bible School".
Among the first members of staff were Charles and Lettie Cowman,
who later founded the Oriental Missionary Society. As a result
of the revival in their home Methodist Church in Chicago, Charles
and Lettie Cowman were already "saved, sanctified, and called to
Japan". After much prayer they decided to launch the Oriental
Missionary Society since the International Holiness Union did
not have a mission board nor did it recognize any missionary
society. missionary minded, however, and
supported some independent missionaries in the Caribbean and
Africa. The founders of the Union recognize the "gifts and
graces" of Hr. and Mrs. Cowman and ordained Mr. Co^wnan to the
ministry. ^He was the first person to receive ordination within
the Union. 14 ^he Oriental Missionary Society has since become
the O.M.S. Which still has major representation by the Wesleyan
Church on its board of trustees. Throughout the history of The
Pilgrim Holiness Church, its mission department avoided entering
any field where it would compete directly with the O.M.S.

, and
as late as 1919, one third of the missionary support through
the Union, went to missionaries in the orient who v.ere not
governed by the church but who were considered, "our missionaries"

.

The major post-war development in The Wesleyan Methodist
Church in Japan was its affiliation with the Immanuel General
Mission. The I.G.M. was an indigenous church started by Dr. David
T. Tsutada, a British-educated la.vyer, who had left the bar to
become a full time evangelist before World War II. He insisted
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upon preaching that Christ would return and set up his kingdom

upon earth and that all nations would be subject to Him. This

doctrine and practice led to his Imprisonment, with more than

forty other pastors, in the Sugamo prison. During his imprison-

ment, he sensed the reality of God's presense so strongly that

he vowed, if he survived the ordeal, to preach the same gospel

again and to name his church, "Immanuel". in the spring of

1946, following his release. Dr. and Mrs. Tsutada, Rev. and

Mrs. Iwajiro Yamamoto, and a medical doctor and her sister

met for three days of fasting and prayer.^® They felt led of

God to create the Immanuel General Mission and elected Dr. Tsutada

as their first president. From its beginning the Immanuel General

Mission established four essential principles for the mission.

It was to be self-governing, self-supporting, self-expanding

and self-educating. "It was truly a Japanese church, Wesleyan-

Armlnian in doctrine, episcopal in church government, and thorough-

ly evangelical in outreach."^®

Rapid development followed. The headquarters of the mission

was established in Tokyo in 1948 followed by the founding of

the Immanuel Bible Training College in 1949.^® Rev. Maurice A.

Globs, the V/esleyan Methodist missionary leader, v/as asked

to assist by teaching during the first session. This contact

led to the later consideration of uniting the Wesleyan mission

with the Immanuel Ghurch.^O Significant changes in missionary

personnel occurred in the early 1950 's, with the arrival of

Rev. and Mrs. Harold Johnson on September 20, 1952.^^ The Johnsons

have completed over thirty years with the mission in Japan and are
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the only V/esleyan missionaries in Japan today. Rev. Johnson

is involved in theological education at the Immanuel Bible

Training College.

Since the plan to organize a Wesleyan Methodist Conference

v/as deferred, the missionaries began to work on a long range

plan of twenty years duration involving theological education,

church planting, evangelism and the development of Sunday Schools.

They had visions of "a strong holiness, self-supporting, self-

governing organization”. Independent of each other, however,

each of the missionaries took notice of the development of the

indigenous Japanese church, the Immanuel General Mission. When

they discovered they were in agreement, a report was prepared

by the Japan Missionary Council recommending that "the Wesleyan

Mission in Japan join forces and efforts with the Immanuel

General Mission”. They recommended that the denominational

mission board should drop the propagation of its own name ...

to v/ork with and help to build a local organization.^^ The

V/esleyan Methodist Board of Administration voted in June, 1953

to federate with the I.G.M. The Immanuel Church would in no

way become dependent on the Wesleyan Methodist church nor be

subservient to it. "The true indigenous nature of the church

would be preserved.

In 1953 the first federation of the Wesleyan Methodist

Church with the Immanuel General Mission was created. The

V/esleyan Methodist Church assisted the I.G.M. in the creation

and development of the Japan V/esley Press, in the staffing of

the Immanuel Bible Training College, in re-building churches

7



that had been destroyed during the War, and in creating a revol-

ving loan fund to provide the initial capital for building new

churches. All the work of the local parishes was the responsi-

bility of the Japanese Christians. The church has shovm an

excellent pattern of growth. (See Appendix B)

The V/orld Gospel Mission, another Wesleyan-Arminian,

independent, non-denominational mission organization, joined

the federation in 1954.^"^

The grov/th of the Immanuel Church may result partially from

the commitment of its members and the strength of its organization.

For example, the following criteria have been established for all

delegates to the General Conference of the church each four years.

"1. One must have been converted at least
ten years.

2. His entire family must be Christians.
3. He must be recommended to the super-

intendent of his district by his church
board.

4. The superintendents meet and canvass
the nominations to select the delegates.

5. The one nominated by them must have the
local pastor*s approval to serve. "25

The Immanual Church made significantly rapid progress toward
becoming a missionary-minded organization. In June, 1965, just

tv/enty years following its organization by six charter members.

Rev. and Mrs. Joseph Saoshiro were sent to the World Gospel

Mission School in South India. The Immanuel Church has chosen

to follov/ the lead of the Wesleyan Methodist concept of federa-

tion by helping indigenous or already existing holiness organiza-

tions rather than promulgating their organization across inter-

national boundaries. 26 m 1969, The Immanuel Church sent
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Rev. Philip Hirai, a seminary graduate of the Yoetmal Seminary

in India, to Jamaica to join with an international staff in

theological education at the Jamaica Bible College. Ten

years later, two single lady missionaries, Grace Tsutada and

Dorcas Takaoka v/ent to the Philippines as associate missionaries.^®

The 1980 report of Wesleyan World Missions states that sixteen

missionaries of the Immanuel General Mission have served in

India, Indonesia, Philippines, and Jamaica.

In conclusion, the Immanuel Church is under capable indigenous

leadership, has a strong episcopalian system of church governance,

maintains a viable Bible Institute for theological education,

has developed a strong indigenous ministry (including a signifi-

cant number of ordained women pastors), and adheres to a strong

V/esleyan-Arminian doctrine. The affiliation of the Wesleyan

Church with the Immanuel Church formed the foundation for the

development of the Wesleyan World Fellowship which is in the

process of becoming the norm for the development of our mission

fields into self-governing, self-supporting general conferences

with the power to select an appropriate indigenous name. Our

fields in Japan, the Philippines, Mexico, England, and the

Caribbean have already acheived independent status within this

fellowship, following the lead of the Immanuel Church in Japan.
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APPENDIX A

CHRONOLOGY OF THE WESLEYAN CHURCH IN JAPAN

January, 1901 Charles E. Cowman, founder of the Oriental Missionary

Society, ordained as a minister in the Pilgrim Holiness

Church (Apostolic Holiness Union at that time). General

Superintendents of The Wesleyan Church sti 1 1 serve on

the OMS Board of Directors.

1919 Twenty-six missionaries were in Japan, Korea, and China

who were working with independent societies but were

considered "our missionaries." One third of the mission

funds of the Pilgrim Holiness Church were sent to these

missionaries annually.

October, 1919 Reverend and Mrs. Maurice A. Gibbs of the Wesleyan Methodist

Church established a mission in Japan. Assisted by Mr.

H i ra i de

.

Apri) 1, IS'tO Reverend and Mrs. Sterl Phinney returned to U.S. Mission

property was sold or transferred to the nationals. Church

came under the leadership of Mr. Kobyaski.

October 21, 19^5 Dr. David T. Tsutada, a British educated lawyer who became

a preacher, organized the Immanuel General Mission with

six members.

July, 19't7 Reverend Maurice A. Gibbs returned to Japan to re-open the

work

.

April, 1952 The Wesleyan Methodist Church in Japan decided to form a

federation with the Immanuel General Mission.

September, 195^ The World Gospel Mission joined the federation. American

missionaries assisted In specialized services. All

pastors are Japanese.

June 21-29, 1955 Dr. David Tsutada, founder of Immanuel General Mission,

attended the General Conference of the Wesleyan Methodist

Church

.

1965 The Immanuel General Mission had 100 congregations with

7,000 members and 130 ministers and full time workers.

1966 The Immanuel Bible Training College enrolled 47 students.

1968 Japan Evangelical Association formed. Dr. Tsutada elected

its first pres i dent.
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APPENDIX B

Statistical Growth of the Immanuel General Mission

1946^ 1952^ 1958^ 4
1962 1967^ 1974® 1982

'^

Members 6 1,278 2,287 2,950 4,349 8,414
f

10,775

Churches & Congre. — 18 51 101

Fulltime Workers 6 35 79 167 161

Total Giving US $ - 47,000 180,352

SlcLeister and Nicholson, Conscience and Commitment , (Marion: Wesley Press, 1976)p. 425.

^World Christian Handbook. 1952 . (London: World Dominion Press, 1952)

^Joint Study Conference on Church Growth, June 17-21, 1968. World Missions of the Pilgrim

Holiness and Wesleyan Methodist Churches.

^Joint Study Conference on Church Growth, June 17-21, 1968.

^Joint Study Conference on Church Growth, June 17-21, 1968.

^The Wesleyan World . May, 1974. p. 8-9.

7
World Christian Encyclopedia .
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